
Top Minimal Bedrooms Ideas
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Feeling like it is time to renovate your bedroom design? Feeling lost within all the 
styles and inspirations on the internet? Already thinking to hire an interior designer 
to do it for you? What about taking this responsibility and creating your dream be-
droom design?! Create a calming and cozy bedroom design. Choose from the mini-

mal bedrooms ideas we selected for you.

Therefore, let’s make sure one thing – minimalist design does not necessarily mean 
that you can not have much of furniture in your room. Besides its design of simpli-

city – you can always match within any other design you like!

Minimalist Bedroom Colors Choice

Bedrooms designed in minimalistic interior design are light and easy ambiance to 
get on your home. Likewise, neutrals and white, white, and dark greys, greys meet 
industrial look. Furthermore, adding the rough surface of industrial ambiances with 
white decor for contrast, or with grey decor for accordance and with black for 

intensity.
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Additionally, geometric angles on 
product decor design, on rough or 
refined materials, depending on the 
general ambiance mood. Geometric 
shapes of lighting design are usual, 
so are they on beds and creatively 

crafted nightstands.

Modern Minimalist Bedroom
In contrast to the most well-known idea of minimal bedrooms, we must show you 
ideas of the modern minimalist bedroom. Likewise, choose one bedroom furniture 
you want it to be an accent of your room design. Absolutely there is a diversion – it 
could be a modern minimalist bed, contemporary nightstand, or modern lighting. 

Design the modern minimalist bedroom of your dreams!
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Minimal Bedroom Furniture

Within the minimalist bedroom design, furniture takes an important part in decór. 
For this reason, we want to advise you to make sure you have chosen the most be-
loved minimalist bedroom set. Here are some ideas, of minimal bedroom furniture:

Minimalist dresser

Minimal nightstands
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Inspirations by Interior Design Studios

Oporski Architektura

Minimal Bedroom Inspirations by Oporski ArchitekturaThese two ambiances by 
Oporski Architektura are the perfect example of minimalist interior design. Also, be-
tween many of the firm’s homes, this is yet another room perfectly designed in mi-
nimalist interior design. As well as the color scheme variates between white and 
soft grey. Moreover, the room has no clutter, only essentials such as the bed and 

curtains.



Assembly Studios

Assembly Studios designed this minimalistic bedroom with more color and natural 
light. Thus, the color scheme mixes white, taupe, grey, and light-colored wooden 
furniture. However, it has more accessories such as a wrecked race, nightstands, 

books on the nightstands, small lighting designs, a small lighting suspension.

Minimal Bedroom InspirationsIndeed, with a lot of natural light, this room inspires 
by the use of different materials and textures. For example, from the marble wall to 
the fur rug, everything is either white or soft Gray, with some dark grey on the bed 
structure. Therefore, there is a Creative Design on all the furniture in the room, from 

the straight lines to the lighting designs, everything as a geometric shape.



Marta Gord

Minimal Bedroom Inspirations Marta Gord

Marta Gord minimalistic room is a wonder, with an industrial look and rough surfa-
ces. The main color is soft grey and the color on some designed decor is dark grey. 
Also, it has a lot of natural light, with every furniture of the room having a concrete 

look, that goes with the idea of an industrial minimalistic inspiration.

Minimal Bedroom Inspirations by  Alena Taeva presents a different minimalistic 
room, inspired in a dark wood, black decor, or accessories, such as lighting and be-
droom set. The room lines are straight with a lot of space, no clutter, and the decor 

is kept to a minimum.



Patrick Olive

Minimal Bedroom Inspirations by Patrick Olive

Perhaps, the most minimalistic room. This is a bedroom by Patrick Olive. With the 
only bed being a suspended bed, in the shape of a singular and thin rectangular 
surface, any other items consist of a suspended nightstand and some decorative 

vases the room.



Alexey Evgrafov

Minimal Bedroom Inspirations by Alexey Evgrafov

Alexey Evgrafov presents a bedroom with minimalistic inspirations, a bit different. 
The room’s background is white, mostly. Therefore, the design consists of darker 
shades, white contrasts, and black lighting designs. Hence, the room has a beauti-
ful natural light, although the shades of the whole design don’t contribute to incre-

asing the natural light, given the choice for some darker colors.

Feeling unispired yet?
Go to insplosion.com or contact us at sales@insplosion.com 


